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12 recruits to hit the streets soon
STAT EMS announced last year it
was forming a new approach to
improve pre-hospital care by establishing an EMT Cadet Academy. According to STAT the
EMT Cadet Academy is something no other EMS company is
doing in the State of Michigan.
STAT recently
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job growth regionally and one
of the ways we
Educator can help reach
our goal is sponsoring prospective Cadets creating
the labor force we need to be
competitive regionally,” says Joe
Karlichek, COO of STAT. Joe
EMS

adds that STAT has a significant growth plan over the next
several years and is seeking
qualified individuals and having tuition be of no cost to
select candidates is “key”.
How the Cadet Academy
works, according to STAT is,
you must be 19 years old, have
a high school diploma or GED,
pass the physical agility exam,
aptitude exam, three panel
interview, and background
check. Cadets sign onto STAT
EMS to be an EMS employee
for 15 months following
graduation and successful completion of the National Registry testing.
“We are creating opportunities
for people to enter EMS, gain
experience, progress to becoming a Paramedic at STAT, a
nurse or even becoming a physician. STAT is the only EMS
service in the State of Michigan that offers such opportuni-
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ties says,” Anthony
Sabourin, EMS Educator. Tony adds that
many of the EMT employees take advantage
of the STAT Paramedic
school because of it’s
costs and flexibility it
offers.
STAT officials say they
also have a partnership
with Davenport University where its Paramedic
graduates/employees
receive 39 college credits for attending the
University for their
Bachelor Degree programs further saving
individuals over
$23,000.00 dollars in
tuition costs of both
organizations.
To learn more contact
EMS Education at
810.238.7672 ext. 215
www.statems.net/education
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STAT EMS staff receive annual Emergency Driving Course but officials say improving
dispatch policy by 911 and medical community must be at the forefront as EMS evolves
“Annual training at STAT is more than just obtaining certifications, driving vehicles with emergency lights and sirens is a serious responsibility and here at STAT we define our responsibility through hands on training and high expectations, “ says Gary Denman,
EMT-P, EMSIC Training and Education Coordinator for STAT. More than a dozen staff members arrived for what will be multiple
days of training scheduled to accommodate EMS staff schedules throughout the month of March.
Each year across the U.S. traffic accidents involving EMS ambulances result in fatalities and injuries. Between 1992-2011 (20 years),
there were an annual estimated mean of 4,500 motor vehicle traffic crashes involving an ambulance.
Of these crashes:
65% resulted in property damage (only)
34% resulted in an injury/injuries
<1% resulted in a fatality/fatalities
*Injuries and fatalities include occupants in all cars involved in a traffic crash involving an ambulance.
“Our EMS system, while dispatched by 911, has improved in terms of communications but the actual “system” is still fractured”, says
Joseph R. Karlichek, COO of STAT. Joe said there is too much duplication of service, triaging of patients through 911 is archaic, and
still to this day Genesee County is all about turf wars that are akin to the 1920’s prohibition, but without the actual violence. We cannot continue to dispatch ambulances the way 911 is and expect better care, reduce injuries, or improving patient outcomes, “ says Karlichek. Joe adds, “proactive medicine and care is the new model and we must work together to improve how we deliver care. Doing so
can certainly reduce unnecessary dispatching of EMS vehicles with lights and sirens which can cause accidents leading to property
damage, injury, and worse yet, death”.

Pictures left and below:
STAT EMS staff undergo extensive
cone course training to refine reaction skills and driving under pressure.
Field Training Officers (FTO’s and
supervisor staff were on hand early
March assisting in the staff evaluations and safety of the course.
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Does your medical or public safety agency need
CPR and AED training?
STAT EMS provides AHA CPR and
Automated External Defibrillation recertification training every second and
fourth Tuesday of each month.
The course is offered to fire, police,
nurses, physicians, and other identified
pre-hospital care providers in need of
renewal.
The class is designed to teach the skills
of CPR for victims of all ages including; ventilation with a barrier device, a
bag-mask device and oxygen use of an
AED, and relief of FBAO. It is intended for participants who provide
healthcare to patients in a wide variety
of settings.
Class times are from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00

p.m. and is located at 512 West Court
Street.

810.238.7672 ext. 215 or on-line at http://
www.statems.net/enrollment.asp

To learn more click on
http://www.statems.net/
ahacpraed.asp
More than 100 medical community members are trained
each month on CPR and Continued Education classes at
STAT.
If your medical facility, law
enforcement, fire personnel, or
physician staff is in need of
CPR and AED certification
please contact the Office of
EMS Education at

EMS Education office and Academy located
at 512 West Court Street—Downtown Flint

STAT Bus Transportation for Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF)
STAT EMS purchased a bus for its Saginaw County transportation contract in 2014 for the purpose of providing transportation for
more than a dozen students for the Saginaw Intermediate School District or SISD. During this time the new transportation model has
served well for its Monday thru Friday operation.
However STAT, as recent as January of this year, began offering the STAT Bus to SNF’s or Skilled Nursing Facilities on nights and
weekends. “What we discovered was an opportunity, by working with the SNF’s and their needs, they (SNF) like to take advantage
of weekend and weekday evening get away trips for their residents and it has been remarkable, “ says Chris Watts, Business Development for STAT. Chris says, “The bus has been out nearly a half dozen times for planned trips and the staff and SNF residents
really have enjoyed the personal touch and level of service STAT provides.” “We continue to be the trend setters in transportation”,
adds Chris.
STAT officials say the STAT Bus is
MDOT certified and receives routine
inspections and general preventative
maintenance by ASE Certified Mechanics.
If your SNF is looking to schedule
offsite visits for your residents you
can contact the Office of Business
Development at 810.238.7672 ext.
205.

Pictured right:
The NEWEST line of STAT EMS
Transportation. It can seat up to
6 wheelchair patients or 12 total
people with state of the art restraint systems.
VOLUME 10
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STAT EMS supporting Big Brothers Big Sisters fundraiser
STAT EMS and its EMS , TRANS, dispatch, managers, and executive staff were
on hand once again this year supporting
BBBS at the annual bowling marathon in
Grand Blanc, MI at Galaxy Lanes. .
STAT pledged four teams for the event
and helped raise over $3,100 for BBBS.
Marc Lund, CEO of STAT is a BBBS
Board Member and was on deck making
strikes at the event. “We are excited to be
a part of this event in supporting our kids,
mentoring our youth, and being a part of
the community. We appreciate our staff
coming out in support of such a great
cause. It’s our employees in the community making a positive difference in peoples lives.”
“STAT looks forward to next year’s event
and to raise more dollars,” says Marc.

STAT EMS undergoes National Accreditation Review
STAT EMS is undergoing its renewal of Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Service or
(CAAS) and is looking to another three year renewal by end of June this year.
“It’s a team effort,” says Joseph Karlichek, Chief
Operating Officer. He adds that STAT has been
preparing for the renewals early on and routinely
goes through various policy reviews, quality inspections, and administrative procedures.
“Routine vehicle and equipment inspections along
with preventative maintenance is key,” says Matt
Rozen Director of Fleet and Logistics. Matt adds it
is not easy work but it is well worth it for our community and government to recognize EMS as an
essential public safety service.

Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Service or CAAS. Accreditation signifies
that STAT EMS has met the "gold standard" determined by the ambulance industry to
be essential in a modern emergency medical services provider. These standards often
exceed those established by state or local regulation. The process included a comprehensive self-assessment and an independent outside review of STAT EMS. This independent process provides verification to the County Board of Commissioners, city
council, township board members, medical community and others that quality care is
provided to your community.
To learn more about CAAS you can visit www.caas.org

STAT EMS provides transportation partnerships to
private, Governmental and public organizations,
including other EMS services, insurance providers,
three hospital systems, fire/police departments and
over twenty-five skilled nursing and rehab facilities
(SNF) across the State of Michigan. Such partnerships are a key ingredient towards providing coordination of both public safety and quality patient care
across the State of Michigan.
STAT EMS is Nationally Accredited through the
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Overdose kits now carried by local Police
News reports tell that deputies in Oakland County, approximately 25 of them, are now carrying Opioids overdose kits that include
a nasal spray containing Naloxone to aid in reversing the effects of opiate drugs, including heroin.
Locally, STAT EMS crews are equipped with similar overdose kits. Fenton Police Chief Rick Aro said, “Because our EMS response times are so low I don’t think it is as much an issue here as other jurisdictions.” He added, “This type of protocol is most
effective in areas with longer response times and a higher frequency of heroin abuse.”
Overdoses are tragic and traumatic, no matter how often they happen. Chief Aro said that you can’t really quantify the problem by
numbers. “We had only one accidental overdose last year that was heroin related. That isn’t a large number, but to the parents or
family of the victim it’s one too many,” he said. “Talking to the families that have lost a child to this drug is a heart breaker.”
Linden Police Chief Scott Sutter said, “Linden has experienced very few incidents of accidental overdoses in
the last few years. In speaking with families that have
lost a loved one or who have family members that are
addicted to heroin we try to direct them to the resources
that are available in the community.”
As far as first response, Sutter said, “In most cases the
Linden Fire Department, our squad car and EMS arrive
within minutes of the call. Currently, EMS has Narcan
onboard. The STAT EMS personnel and the County
Paramedics have the training necessary to administer this
drug.”

Picture left:
Depicts the
standard
Narcan vile
used for
patients who
O.D. on
opioids such
as Heroine

Fenton also has Narcan, according to Chief Aro. “(Fire)
Chief (Bob) Cairnduff working in conjunction with
STAT EMS and our 911 dispatchers have done a great job maintaining a very good EMS response time in Fenton,
which averages around five minutes. Typically our car and EMS arrive within minutes of each other, and EMS
currently has Narcan on the rig.” He added, “Our EMS responders typically have a higher level of medical training than our police
officers and would be better suited to administer this drug and the follow up care if the drug was effective.”
In the event of an overdose, the opioids in heroin attach themselves to receptors that would normally be firing from one to the next
and receiving information, including telling the body to breathe, and shuts them down, which can lead to an overdose.
When a nasal spray, like Narcan is administered, even if they are close to death, they sit straight up and often do not recall what
just happened.

Picture Left:
STAT Paramedic Jeff Carroll,
training on patient overdose, is
examining the cardiac monitor
patient heart rhythm and I.V.
just administered in a scenario
where he is treating a 25 y/o
female who overdosed on Heroin.
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DIAL 911 for Emergencies

“Committed to People”

Our Service
STAT EMS is Nationally Accredited through the Commission on Accreditation of
Ambulance Service or CAAS. Accreditation signifies that STAT EMS has met the
"gold standard" determined by the ambulance industry to be essential in a modern
emergency medical services provider. These standards often exceed those established by state or local regulation. The process included a comprehensive selfassessment and an independent outside review of STAT EMS. This independent
process provides verification to the County Board of Commissioners, city council,
township board members, medical community and others that quality care is provided to your community.
STAT provides basic and advanced (ALS, PALS, PHTLS, and BLS) emergent and
non-emergent transportation ambulance, wheelchair, and medical CAB services.
STAT expects to respond to more than 70,000 requests for services in 2015 and will
exceed more than 2.5 million miles on their fleet.
With more than 240 ambulance personnel, support staff and fleet of 70 vehicles,
STAT EMS is large enough to have extensive reach, yet small enough to still offer
personal and customized medical care and services.
Call STAT EMS today for all of your transportation and logistic needs!

STAT EMS looks to future with
Hybrid Paramedic Academy
STAT EMS Education Department launched a “Paramedic Hybrid
Academy” in January 2015 with fifteen new Medic Cadets. The
first of its kind in the Region.
Gary Denman says, “This new approach allows for improved and
enhanced education through on-line courses, virtual web based treatments, yet increases instructor time to be
“We also are able more hands on with our Paramedic Cadets.
save time by allow- We save time by allowing the Cadet to learn,
ing the Cadet to via the web, while on the job which is becomlearn, via the web, ing standard in today’s world of education”.
while on the job”
“Our EMS staff works odd hours and
we must be nimble, yet focused, with
————how we are providing Paramedic EduGary Denman
cation to the new generation of learnEMS Education ers. Thus far the Cadets are doing remarkably well and STAT is already
Paramedic
planning to begin another Hybrid
Medic Academy in the Fall of 2015,”
Educator
says Jenna Gutierrez, EMS Clinical
Coordinator for STAT. Jenna added
that the traditional local Medic education centers are typically
18 months in total. STAT was able to reduce the time to
graduate down to 14 months and at a much lower cost.
STAT officials says it provided the Cadets with their very

own computers to link to the website, take exams, quizzes, and
do their homework wherever there is an internet connection.
“Building 21st Century Paramedics is what we are doing and we
are proud of the leadership from Hurley Medical Center, our
medical community, and the State of Michigan EMS Education
Department for assisting and advising us in getting this off the
ground. It was months of planning,” says Joseph Karlichek,
COO.
To learn more you can visit www.statems.net/education or call
the Office of EMS Education at 810.238.7672 ext. 215.

